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Speaker Biographies

D. Paul Moberg, PH.D.
Paul Moberg directs the Evaluation Research Group of the UW Population Health Institute and is a Research Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences. Dr. Moberg has been involved in applied research and evaluation since 1973, when he began working as evaluation coordinator for DePaul hospital in Milwaukee. Subsequently, he has worked in applied research and program evaluation for the state of Wisconsin, the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and as an independent consultant. Dr. Moberg received his M.A. Degree from Marquette University, and a PH.D. in Sociology (with a minor in evaluation research) from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He was the Associate Director and then Director of the UW Center for Health Policy and Program Evaluation from 1986 through 2004, when CHPPE merged with the Institute. His work has emphasized adolescent health promotion and substance abuse prevention; intervention and treatment outcomes for behavioral health problems; evaluation research methods; and services research in health and human service organizations. Dr. Moberg is currently leading program evaluation efforts for substance abuse prevention (SPF-SIG) and screening (SBIRT) demonstrations in Wisconsin funded by the substance abuse and mental health services administration (SAMHSA).

Michael S. Scott, JD
Michael S. Scott is clinical professor at the University of Wisconsin Law School, specializing in research and teaching in policing. He co-directs the Gary P. Hayes Police-Prosecution Externship. Professor Scott is also the Director of the Center for Problem-Oriented Policing, a non-profit research center. Before joining the UW law school clinical faculty, he served in various police administrative positions, including as Police Chief in Lauderhill, FL; Special Assistant to the Police Chief in St. Louis, MO; Director of Administration in Ft. Pierce, FL, and Legal Assistant to the Police Commissioner in New York City, NY. He was formerly a police officer in the Madison, WI, police department and a Senior Researcher at the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) in Washington, D.C. He was the 1996 recipient of PERF’s Gary P. Hayes award for leadership in improving police service.

Captain Timothy J. Sharpee
Tim Sharpee is a 25 year corrections and law enforcement veteran who holds the rank of captain for the Wauwatosa Police Department, located within Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. He was the former Director of Training and Personnel, department's Range Master and Lead Firearms Instructor. As a 20-year veteran of the department's Special Response Team (SWAT) he served as an Operator, Team Leader, and eventually reached the rank of Team Commander. Tim is a certified Firearms Instructor through the state of Wisconsin and has taught use of force, advanced firearms classes, active shooter response tactics, workplace violence preparedness, and tactical operations courses; including multiple presentations at SWAT conferences. In February of 2013, under direction of the U.S. State department, Tim assembled an instructional team and traveled to Chisinau Moldova to begin the first phase of police tactical training for the Moldovan police department. The goal of this training program is to establish an international standard of policing within the Moldovan Police Department. Tim has attained his Bachelor of Science degree in Law Enforcement from Minnesota State University at Mankato, and is a certified public manager through the University of Wisconsin-Madison.